Abstract
Introduction

44
For over a century, operant conditioning has had great success in making complex learning 45 questions experimentally tractable. Combined with electrophysiological recording, it has been 46 the main experimental tool for understanding the neural underpinnings of learning processes [1, 47 2]. Applying operant conditioning to discrete behaviors such as lever presses and nose pokes is 48 relatively straightforward. However, to successfully shape a complex behavior, a conditioning 49 stimulus must be delivered with high specificity and with a short temporal delay [3] .
50
In the past decade, short-delay operant feedback techniques have been applied fruitfully in the 51 field of birdsong neuroscience. An individual bird's song comprises a sequence of distinct vocal 52 elements, called syllables, learned by a process of imitation early in life [4] . Operant 53 conditioning experiments generally involve real-time detection of a targeted portion within the 54 song, followed by playback of a burst of aversive white noise if a specific acoustic parameter 55 falls on one side of a preset trigger threshold. This technique, which we term Triggered Feedback 56 (TF), has been used to drive changes in the pitch of specific portions of song [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] , alter the 57 duration of individual song syllables [9] , and to drive changes in syllable transition probabilities 58 in birds with variable sequencing [10, 11] . It has given investigators a granular ability to induce 59 learning and examine the relevant behavioral and neural dynamics [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The TF approach has 60 been paired with optogenetic stimulation within specific brain nuclei to delineate their roles in 61 different aspects of song learning and production [21] [22] [23] [24] .
62
Our work is based on a popular implementation of TF used in the birdsong field [3] . Based on 63 manual inspection of song spectrograms, an individual syllable is selected as a target for real-64 time detection (e.g. syllable 'G, ' Fig 1A and D) . Typically, syllables are chosen if they have a 65 prominent harmonic structure that remains stable for a significant portion of the syllable. A 66 spectral template is formed by averaging this portion across several instances of the syllable (Fig   67   1D-F) . During the experiment, the digital audio stream is segmented into non-overlapping slices 68 and a normalized spectrum obtained from each slice in real time (Fig 1B; see Methods) . If the
69
Euclidian distance between this spectrum and the template is less than a pre-set threshold, it is 70 considered a 'match' ('+' symbols, Fig 1C) . If the match criterion is satisfied by a set number of 
110
Song annotation
111
An offline procedure was used to segment and annotate song files. For segmentation, the raw 112 audio signal was first filtered using a zero-phase, bandpass filter between 1000 and 10,000 Hz.
113
The signal was then squared and convolved with a two msec square window to determine the 114 amplitude envelope. Songs were segmented by manual optimization of three thresholds (set segments. These instances were excluded from our optimization algorithm (495 segments; 1.64% 134 overall and 0.50% to 3.06% of segments per bird).
135
The audio, segmentation, and labeling data for the five birds used here has been deposited online 
Calculating averaged templates
138
All analysis was performed using custom scripts written in MATLAB (Natick, MA). These have 139 been uploaded to GitHub as a public repository along with relevant documentation 140 (https://github.com/toddtroyerlab/template_optimization).
141
Mimicking the action of the real-time algorithm [3], we divided the raw audio files into non-142 overlapping slices that were 256 samples (~6 msec) long. Each slice was transformed by 143 subtracting the mean, multiplying by a hamming window, and using a fast Fourier transform to 144 calculate the spectrum. Spectral amplitudes less than 1000 Hz were set to zero. The remaining 145 amplitudes were normalized between 0 and 1 by linear interpolation between the minimum and 146 maximum amplitudes (Fig 1B) . Henceforth the word slice will refer to this normalized spectrum.
147
All slices were assigned a label based on the location of center of the slice. Slices whose center 148 fell between segments were labeled as 'gap' slices.
149
For each slice, song amplitude was calculated as the sum of the squared slice spectrum. An 150 amplitude threshold was set for each bird by finding the amplitude that yields the optimal 151 discrimination between the amplitude distribution of syllable slices and gap slices within the 152 training data from that bird. Only those gap slices that had higher amplitude than the threshold 153 were used in the optimization algorithm as distractors.
154
To create a template based on averaged spectra, one must select spectral slices at the same 155 position across several instances of a given syllable within the training set. But, due to natural 156 variation in duration, different instances can contain different number of slices. First, we 157 calculated the mean and standard deviation of syllable duration for each syllable category in our 158 training set and discarded any instance greater than two standard deviations from the mean. We 159 then aligned the remaining instances to the modal slice-length for that syllable using linear 1000 steps, the descent was terminated and data from the 1000 th step was used for further 185 processing. 67/575 (11.65%) optimizations were forced to terminate on the 1000 th step. The 186 median stopping step for the remaining optimizations was 261.
187
As described above, specifying an identified slice requires a process of temporal alignment. position (out of 16) from syllable G as a specific example (Fig 1D) .
206
For each slice position, we first identify the target and distractor slices from the training set ( (Fig 2A) . The total error is defined as the average of the false positive and false 216 negative error rates. (Fig 2C) . Thus, the total error (TE) is given by
To calculate the gradient of the total error with respect to the template vector, we note that each 236 target and distractor slice makes an independent contribution to the false negative or false 
For the first term, we switch the order of the integral and then apply the fundamental theorem of 242 calculus:
For the second term, we note that the gradient of the distance from the template to s i is equal to a 245 unit vector pointing from the target vector to the template:
246
Thus, the contribution of target vector s i to the negative gradient is a vector
pointing from the template toward s i whose magnitude is given by the Gaussian smoothing 248 function applied to the difference between the distance to the template and the threshold θ:
The calculation for each distractor vector is similar and yields a vector that points in the opposite 251 direction (from the distractor vector toward the template), again weighted by the Gaussian 252 smoothing function. Thus, significant contributions to the gradient are confined to slices whose 253 distance to the template is near threshold. This means that modification of the template vector 254 during gradient descent maximally takes account of slices for which changes in the template will 255 likely alter the side of the threshold they fall on. The gradient for the total error is simply the sum 256 of the contributions for all the target and distractor slices:
The width of the Gaussian smoothing function (sigma) is chosen in a manner that ensures a 259 unique crossing point (Fig 2C) below the slice-optimal threshold for each template. Figure 3A shows the performance for the 16 280 slice positions of the example syllable G. There is a robust decrease in the classification error for 281 both target and distractor slices. For the 7th slice position, the misclassification of target slices 282 was reduced from 3% to 0% and that of distractor slices from 3.3% to 0.88% (Fig 3A, data   283 shown in red; also insets in Fig 2A vs 2B slice from syllable G (see Fig 1 and 2 ).
296
The relationship between the slice error for averaged and optimized templates for all slices is 297 shown in Fig 3B. Across all birds and their syllable types, the slice error was reduced from slice) in steps of 10% (Fig 4A-C) . As expected, a small distance threshold leads to high numbers 328 of false negatives (Fig 4A) , while a large threshold leads to high numbers of false positives (Fig   329   4B ). The tradeoff results in a minimum value for the balanced error in the region of 80-90% of 330 the slice-optimal value (Fig 4C) . 
341
Another method for increasing the stringency of syllable detection is to require that a syllable 343 contain several consecutive sub-threshold slices to be detected. We plotted the classification 344 performance for the 16 optimized templates from syllable G when the number of consecutive 345 slices (termed the detection criterion) was varied from 1 to 5 (Fig 4D-F) and the distance 346 threshold held constant at 80%. For 12 of the 16 templates, the minimal values of the balanced 347 error occurred for a detection criterion greater than one.
348
We used a combination of the two approaches to optimize syllable-level detection performance.
349
For any given template, we calculated the balanced error for all (21x5) combinations of threshold
350
(0% to 200% of slice-optimal threshold in steps of 10%) and detection criterion (1-5 consecutive 351 matches) and chose the combination that gave minimal balanced error. For example, the 352 balanced error for the 7 th slice (red data, Fig 4G) with the threshold at 100% and detection 353 criterion at 1 is 52%. On exploring all 21x5 combinations of threshold and detection criterion,
354
the minimal balanced error of 12% is found at 80% threshold level and detection criterion of 2.
355
For the 16 optimized templates in our example syllable G, optimizing the detection criterion and
356
threshold resulted in a fractional reduction in balanced error of 85.44±5.8% over the default 357 values of 1 (for detection criterion) and 100% of the slice optimal threshold (Fig 4G) . Over the 358 all 575 slices in our data set, the fractional reduction was 87.69±10.69%. The modal detection 359 criterion was one slice; the median was 2 consecutive slices. The modal and mean value for 360 threshold modification was a 10% reduction relative to the slice-optimal threshold.
362
Syllable detection performance
363
Using the above strategy, we measured the minimal balanced error for the averaged and 364 optimized templates for each of the 575 slice positions in our data set. Then, for each syllable we 365 chose the averaged template with lowest balanced error (among the slice positions for that 366 syllable). Similarly, we found the optimized template with lowest error for that syllable (Fig 5) .
367
Across the 61 syllables in our data set, template optimization resulted in a fractional reduction of 368 40.83±29.6% in the balanced error. can result in a decision surface that does a better job of separating target and distractor slices (Fig   431   2B , D, Supplemental Fig 1) .
432
For many slices, the optimized template contains values outside the 0-1 boundaries of the 433 normalized spectrum (Fig 2E) . This allows the template to emphasize small differences in benefit from more precise identification of the elements that comprise the target behavior. Given 473 that our algorithm only concerns the offline selection of optimal spectral templates, it can be 474 used to improve template-based TF with minimal modification to existing software and 475 hardware.
476
Our method is simple and robust, and achieves near asymptotic accuracy when trained on only 5-
477
10 songs (Fig 6) . 
